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The picture above shows the two sets
of equipment we can get for making sparks.
On the left we have a forged fire steel and Flint rock, these have to be
bought in from England and cost about € 15 each.
The other option is the old file and Quartz rock on the right of the
picture.
Used files can be gotten from any engineering or metal workshop
and the Quartz is found in many areas around Ireland.
Quartz is not quite as good as Flint because its sharp edges wear
faster but it is abundant and free.
When we get our rocks (either Flint or Quartz) we must shatter them
to make sharp edges. We use eye protection when doing this.

To make our fire we will strike
our rock and steel against
each other, this will make little
red sparks. We take some very
easily burnable material (Char
Cloth) and use our sparks to
light the Char Cloth.
Now we take the smouldering
Char Cloth and place it in a
ball of dry grass called a
‘Tinder Bundle’ and blow it
to flame. We build our fire
around the burning Tinder
Bundle.
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When we use Flint and a fire steel as in the picture above, we
take our Char Cloth (See next page),fold it up and sit it just at
the edge of the Flint. Then we move the fire steel and strike it
against the sharp edge of the flint with the flick of our wrist.
When we use an old file
instead of a fire steel
we sit it on our Char
Cloth and tilt it back a
little.
Then we strike our
Quartz (or Flint) against
the smooth edge of
the file sending sparks
down onto our Char
Cloth.

Char Cloth

.

The sparks are tiny shavings of burning steel.
To understand this it is helpful to know that rusting and burning
are the same process, or rusting is burning in super slow motion.
The rock scrapes tiny pieces of steel off (which mean more air can
get at the surface of the steel, so it rusts/burns faster; this is called
‘increased surface area’) . The friction heats the steel a lot too.
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Remember to use sticks as
tongs when working with
the hot tin.
White smoke will spew out of
the hole in the lid after a while
in the fire.
When the smoke stops remove
the tin from the fire.
We block the hole in the lid
immediately when we remove
the tin from the fire to stop
the charred material from
burning in air.

Char Cloth is a name for Cotton cloth that we have burned in the
absence of air (like Char Coal with timber).
We can char lots of different things to make something we can use
with our Flint and Steel sparks including Cat Tail (the plant), dry
rotten wood (punk wood) or Cotton cloth (it must be 100% Cotton).
To make our charred material
we take a metal tin, punch a
small hole in the lid and leave
it with the lid off in the fire
the fire to burn off any paint.
Take the tin out of the fire
using some sticks with
flattened sides and leave it
to cool.

When the tin is cold, open the lid.

Then we place the material
that we want to char into
the tin and put it in the fire.

The charred material will glow
cherry red when it catches a spark
and starts to smoulder.

The black material is char and will
take a spark from Flint and Steel.
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We can hold
the bundle with
feather sticks or
little branches
to protect our
hands when the
fibres go on fire.
Wind Direction.

Tinder bundles can be made from any fine fibrous materials that
are dry. Dead grass, dead plant stems, very fine shavings of wood,
inner bark of dead Poplar trees, etc. all work well.
The tinder bundle must be fuzzed up as much as possible, to do
this we take a handful of our fibrous material and tear it up by
repeatedly pulling it apart.

When we have fuzzed up our fibres
we twist them up like we were
making rope, then form them into
a nest shape.
Next we make sure that the centre of the nest has lots of very fine
fibres in it and that it is very tightly compacted.
If the centre is loose then when we blow on our coal or charred
material it will blow out through the tinder bundle.

We carefully add our
coal or charred
material to the centre
of the tinder bundle
and close the tinder
bundle around it.
Now we stand with
our back to the wind
and gently blow into the bundle with a steady breath
till we get some smoke. As the smoke increases we blow harder. Our
face never comes closer than six inches to the tinder bundle as we
blow so we don’t push the moisture from our breath into it.
Wind Direction. We can
swing our
arms gently
while we
are
breathing
to keep up
the air flow.
When the bundle takes flame we build
our fire around it. See Fire Craft I for
details on how to build a fire.

